dressed women and tuxedoed men thronged the scene, And this scene
came upon the beholders as a magic spell. All there moved and spoke as if
in a dream. They believed it must be one. Yes, Chicago marvelled, ac-
claimed, approved. And Chicago came back and did the same, marvelling
again and again and again. To many it was all Egyptian, Maya to some,
very Japanese to others. But strange to all. It awakened a sense of mystery
and romance hi the beholder. Each responded with, what he had in him to
give. And for the remainder of the season, Chicago, the unregenerate,
came to rendezvous with a new beauty. The coffers of Ed?s company began
to fill. It looked as though such a success could not be a failure for anyone
concerned.
I returned from Taliesin and tragedy to Chicago when this popularity
was at its height. Still dazed by tragedy I was trying to realize this myself.
The acoustics proved to be all anyone could hope for, thanks to a perfect
orchestra shell. Charlie Matthews was silent. But the unfinished final
touches so significant and telling in any work of art were lacking. This
hurt and marred my sense of the thing as a success. It is usually so.
These were also days of world tragedy. War soon broke out. Chicago as
all the United States was unnaturally excited. The course of normal
human life everywhere was soon upset. The Gardens opened the following
season in financial difficulties, but promising enough if the second season
equalled the first. Pavlowa danced. The orchestra was superb.
But the official safe was robbed while the creditors were not yet half
paid. Dissension came in the management now. Ugly suspicions and
threats were rife.
Finally the Edelweiss Brewing Company took advantage of this stupid
confusion, virtually chaos, to buy the Gardens for a song. They brought
their beer to the Gardens—the beer was good—but they brought no
imagination and only beer-garden management. The Gardens never were
'beer gardens' in any sense. The Edelweiss did not know that. So the proud
Midway Gardens feu into hands beneath their level and languished in
consequence. The Edelweiss tried to 4hit them up'—hired someone to
come in, paint the concrete, stencil the plain surfaces, and add obnoxious
features out of balance and nasty. The whole effect was cheapened to suit
a hearty bourgeois taste. The scheme that had once been integral was now
'decorated' in the meanest and worst of the popular sense of the word.
Where there had been form integral with materials and purpose here was
raw red, dead white, and bad blue paint. Another 'World's Fair7 effect.
And then the affliction befell. The nation went 'dry'. And that was the
final blow to the misdirection and insult already befallen the Gardens.
Because the country went dry, all the more reason for the sort of thing the
Midway Gardens originally represented; the greater the need of gaiety in
beauty, beauty in gaiety^ the greater the need of some artistic rendezvous
for the people of the great city where some stimulating beauty to drink,
managed with imagination, could be found.
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